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An orbital and entry tracking accessory or attachment
is arranged to be mounted on a globe to provide a
rapid means of determining range requirements for
entry vehicles returning from any orbit to any desired
landing site with reasonable accuracy. The device
preferably is constructed of clear plastic strip material,
and comprises a support ring, a calibrated orbital
track member rigidly carried by the support ring, and
a calibrated lateral range member pivotally coupled to
the support ring at points such that the lateral range
member is always oriented normally to the orbital
track member. The assembly is mountable on the
globe relatively snugly, but freely movably. At least
one of the members has a detachable coupling so as to
permit placement of the device on a globe. With the
device mounted on a globe, and the orbital track
member located to simulate a desired orbital track,
the lateral range member can be pivotally moved into
alignment with a desired landing site on the globe, and
the calibrations on the two members permit-ready de-
termination of the longitudinal and lateral range re-
quirements from any point of entry along the orbital
track.
4 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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ORBITAL AND ENTRY TRACKING ACCESSORY member will always be in normal planes such that the
FOR GLOBES shortest distance to the orbital track of any point lying
on the lateral range member will always be along the
The invention described herein was made by an em- great circle of the lateral range member. The lateral
ployee of the United States Government and may be 5 range member is calibrated for measurement of cir-
manufactured and used by or for the government for cumferential distance, and thus provides a ready mea-
governmental purposes without the payment of any surement of the lateral ranging requirement necessary
royalties thereon or therefor. for an orbiting vehicle to move to any landing site later-
FIELD OF THE INVENTION a"y removed from its current orbit' Preferably the or-riULU ur me, IIN VE.IN i iun
 |Q bita, tfack member js rjgjd|y carrjed by a support ring
This invention relates to attachments for globes, and of substantially the same radius, and such that their
particularly to such attachments useful for educational great circles always lie in relatively normal planes. This
purposes in illustrating the motion of satelites relative facilitates orientation of the orbital track member to
to the earth, and such devices useful in determining any desired orbit. The lateral range member preferably
and/or illustrating the entry ranging requirements of 15 is pivotally mounted on the support ring at points 90°
space vehicles returning from any orbit to any desired removed from the support points of the orbital track
landing site, with reasonable accuracy.' member. One of the members, such as the orbital track
_ _ „. ^,, member, has a releasable or detachable coupling so as
BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE
 {o fad,itate mouming and dismounting of the
P
device on
INVENTION
 20 Qr from a globe Tne entjre device preferably is con-
In space technology and operations, when an orbiting structed of clear plastic strip material, and thus manu-
vehicle is to be returned to Earth, it is necessary to de- facture is very economical. When both the orbital track
termine the entry ranging requirements of the vehicle member and the lateral range member are calibrated in
from its point of entry to the desired landing site. This terms of circumferential distances, the device readily
information is necessary, for instance, in the determi- 25 provides both longitudinal and lateral ranging require-
nation of the powered or aerodynamic maneuvering ments from any entry point to any desired landing site,
necessary to .guide the vehicle from the entry point to
the landing site. It is also useful and necessary in deter- Other and further purposes, advantages and features
mining which of several possible landing sites may be . of the invention will become apparent from the ensuing
the most feasible. Generally, prior methods of deter- 30 description of a preferred embodiment of the inven-
mining or defining ranging requirements,.particularly tion, taken in conjunction with the accompanying
laterally, for entry vehicles returning from any orbit to drawings.
any desired landing site have required solution of the INSCRIPTION OF THF DRAWINGS
orbital equations of motion for return to a site, either BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
by hand or by a computer program. In general, this has '5 FIG. 1 is a top view of a preferred embodiment of the
been relatively time consuming, and has required cal- invention.
culations to be carried out for all possible landing sites • FIG. 2 is a front elevation view of the device of FIG.
before the range requirements could be defined for the 1.
site or group of sites which are most desirable in terms 'FIG. 3 is a detailed view of the area indicated by a
of ranging requirements. 40 broken line circle in FIG. 2.
The general purpose of this invention is to provide a FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the preferred embodi-
globe attachment or accessory which facilitates a rapid ment mounted on a globe,
determination of the entry ranging requirements for npsroiPTinisi np THP P R P P P R R R ™
entry vehicles returning from any orbit to any desired p^RnniMP^NJT
landing site with reasonable accuracy. Thus, the instant 45 EMBODIMENT
invention permits lateral range requirements to be de- Referring to the drawings, a support ring 1, of circu-
termined to an accuracy of perhaps 30 nautical miles lar configuration, has mounted thereon a circular mem-
in much less time than the time required to calculate ber 3 which will be referred to as an orbital track mem-
such requirements, for instance, in less than one-tenth ber, but which is actually a combined orbital track and
the time required for such calculations. The invention longitudinal range finder. Orbital track member 3 is
also provides a rapid means whereby non-attractive coupled to support ring 1 relatively rigidly such that
sites, in terms of range requirements, can be visually they move together and such that their great circles are
eliminated without the necessity for any calculations. always normal to each other. To facilitate mounting the
Additionally, the invention, because of its economy of device on a globe, one or more of the joints or cou-
manufacture and ease of use and understanding, is use- plings 5 between orbital track member 3 and support
ful for educational purposes to illustrate the motion of ring 1 is formed as a releasable or detachable joint or
satelites relative to the Earth, as well as to illustrate the coupling. An exemplary such joint or coupling is shown
entry ranging requirements of space vehicles. in FIG. 3, which is a detailed view of the area encircled
The foregoing purposes and advantageous features by the broken line in FIG. 2. As shown in FIG. 3, orbital
have been achieved in accordance with the invention track member 3 has at least one free end formed with
through an accessory which can be mounted on a a projecting portion Sa to mate with a cut-out portion
globe, and which can simulate on the globe the orbital Sb in support ring 1. Portion So of orbital track member
track of an orbiting vehicle. The accessory includes a 3 is a squeeze fit in cut-out Sb such that the free end of
lateral range member which is mounted such that it can
 65 member 3 can be detached to allow for placement of
be moved along the orbital track but will always be ori- the device around a globe, and then recoupled to sup-
ented normally thereto. In other words, the great cir- port ring 1. Although FIG. 3 shows orbital track mem-
cles of the orbital track member and the lateral range ber 3 as having two free ends formed in this matter, it
3,798,778
is only necessary that one of the ends be free and de-
tachable.
A lateral range member or lateral range finder 2 is
pivotally coupled to support ring 1 through simple pin
joints at points ninety degrees removed from the sup- 5
port ring connections of orbital track member 3. Thus,
the great circle of lateral range member 2 is always nor-
mal to the great circle of orbital track member 3 re-
gardless of its pivotal orientation about pin joints 4.
The entire device preferably is constructed of clear 10
plastic stripping, a clear plastic of one sixteenth inch
thickness being entirely suitable. Orbital track member
3 and lateral range member 2 are calibrated to measure
circumferential distances along great circles of the
globe, the calibrated markings designating either nauti- 15
cal miles or circumferential degrees. The midpoints of
the intersections between orbital track member 3 and
support ring 1 preferably include marks or the like 6 to
facilitate location of these points along the equator of
the globe. 20
In use of the device, with the device placed on a
globe, points or marks 6 are located on the equator at
the desired orbital nodal points for any particular point
of initiation of the analysis. The orbital track 3, to-
gether with the support ring 1, is then rotated about 25
points 6—6 to the desired orbital inclination. Lateral
range finder 2 is then rotated about its pin joints 4 until
the lateral range line thereon passes through the de-
sired landing site. The lateral range to the site is ob-
tained by measuring from the orbital track line along 30
the center of orbital track member 3 to the landing site.
Subsequent orbital passes can be studied by appropri-
ate shifts of the nodal line 6—6 along the equator.
FIG. 4 illustrates very clearly the operation of the de-
vice as a longitudinal and lateral range finder. Thus, in 35
FIG. 4 point A is the entry point of the vehicle along
the orbital track. Point C is the desired landing site.
The longitudinal range requirement is measured from
A to B, and the lateral range requirement is measured
from B to C. 40
It will be readily understood that the preferred em-
bodiment illustrated and described herein may be mod-
ified in various ways in keeping with the invention and
that the invention itself need not take the precise form
of this preferred embodiment. For instance, detachable 45
coupling 5 may take other forms and be at other loca-
tions, so long as it permits ready placement of the de-
vice on a globe. If desired, an angular scale could be in-
scribed or marked about points 6 so as to facilitate ori-
entation of orbital track member 3 to the desired or- so
bital inclination relative to the equator. Additionally, a
slidable tongue-and-groove joint could be provided on
the facing surfaces of orbital track member 3 and lat-
eral range member 2 to avoid any possibility of, for in-
stance, their calibrated markings being relatively relo- 55
cated.
I claim:
1. An orbital and entry tracking accessory for globes
comprising an orbital track member for movable place-
60
ment on a globe to simulate thereon at least part of the
orbital track of an orbiting body, said orbital track
member having a radius of curvature generally corre-
sponding to the radius of the globe with which it is to
be used; said orbital track member being supported by
a circular support ring having an internal radius gener-
ally corresponding to the radius of the globe with which
the accessory is to be used, such that the support ring
will lie along a great circle on the surface of the globe
and wherein said orbital track member defines a full
circle so as to simulate a complete orbital track on the
globe of an orbiting body, at least one of the orbital
track member and support ring having a detachable
coupling therein so as to facilitate mounting and dis-
mounting of the accessory on a globe, a lateral range
member having a radius of curvature generally corre-
sponding to the radius of the globe, said lateral range
member being provided with indicia and calibrated for
measurement of circumferential distances on said
globe; and means mounting said lateral range member
for relative movement along the arc of said orbital
track member but always oriented normally thereto
such that the indicia calibrations on said lateral range
member are always indicative of the shortest circum-
ferential distance from said orbital track of any point
on the globe lying along said lateral range member,
whereby the lateral range requirement for an entry
body returning from any orbit to any desired landing
sight can be determined by locating the orbital track
member on the globe along the orbital track, moving
the lateral range member to intersect the desired land-
ing site, and determining the calibrated distance from
the orbital track member to the desired landing site
along the lateral range member.
2. A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein said lateral
range member is pivotally supported by said support
ring at points ninety degrees from the support points of
said orbital track member, and wherein said orbital
track member is rigidly coupled to said support ring,
such that the great circles of said support ring and said
orbital track member are always normal to each other,
and the great circles of said lateral range member and
said orbital track are always normal to each other.
3. A device as claimed in claim 2 wherein said orbital
track member and said lateral range member are both
calibrated for measurement of circumferential distance
on the globe such that the longitudinal and lateral
ranges from any entry point along the orbital track
member to any desired landing site along the lateral
range member can be determined by the calibrated dis-
tances from the intersection of the orbital track mem-
ber and lateral range member to the entry point and to
the landing site, respectively.
4. A device as claimed in claim 3 wherein said device
is formed with reference marks at the intersections of
the orbital track member and the support ring for loca-
tion on the equator of the globe at the nodal points for
any desired orbit.
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